Electron Top Mfg. Co.
HO8305 & HO8310
2000-01 Honda S2000 (Vinyl to Glass Conversion Top)
2002-09 Honda S2000 (O.E. Style Glass Window Top)

Please Read All PRIOR to REMOVAL of Old Top and BEFORE
Installation of New Top
(These guidelines do not apply to vinyl window tops HO8300).

HO8310 - (O.E. Style Glass Window Replacement Top) - This O.E. frame has a spring by the door that moves the
rear bow forward when lowering the top (picture 1).The elastic (picture 1) prevents the top from being pinched; the old
elastic must be replaced with the new piece that we supply with our top. * Follow steps 1 & 3 ONLY
HO8305 - (Vinyl to Glass Conversion Top) - The vinyl window frame does not have the large factory spring in the
quarters like the later models, 2002-09. This spring pulls the rear bow forward. On 2000-01 the car owner will need to
physically bring the rear bow forward when they want to put the top down. Also the elastic will prevent the top from getting pinched by the frame (picture 1) and needs to be replaced with the one we supply. IMPORTANT - Install the
webbing straps prior to removing the old top so you will have the bows in the proper position for the new top (picture 2).
The elastic can be installed after the old top has been removed using the pop-rivets that we supply with our top. * Follow
steps 1, 2 & 3

Installation Steps
1) The 1.5” elastic must be installed/replaced between the first and 2nd bows on both the right and left side of the vehicle
(picture 1). IMPORTANT - Be sure the elastic is stretched using GOOD TENSION; this elastic needs to be able to move
the bows during the folding operation.
2) The 1” webbing must be installed, right and left side, prior to removing the old top (this gives proper bow placement),
between the 2nd and rear bow as detailed (picture 2). These straps will keep the bows in the proper position while the
top is being put up. Rear bow should be pulled forward when lowering top.
3) The piece of bow lining attached to the rear bow seam of our top passes over the rear bow, the second bow and under
the first bow to which it attaches with Velcro.
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“Our instructions/warnings are simplified and intended as a guide for a professional Craftsman. To protect our
quality, reputation and the perpetuation of our Auto Trim Industry we will only warranty our products that have been
installed by an experienced Upholsterer/Trimmer.”

If you have any questions please call (800) 221-4476
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